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Survivor season 15 james

This article is about the Fifteenth Survivor Season of the United States. For the Chinese version of the franchise, see Enter Shangri-La Survivor: ChinaSeason 15Presented by Jeff ProbstNo. Number of episodes 14ReleaseOriginal networkCBSOriginal releaseSeptember 20 (2007-09-20) – December 16, 2007 (2007-12-
16)Additional Information On June 25 (2007-06-25 August) – August 2, 2007 (2007-08-02)Chrono The next season ← PreviousFiji →Micronesia -- fans with favorite survivor stories: China is the fifteenth season of the reality TELEVISION series CBS American Survivor, premiering aired September 20, 2007, host Jeff
Probst claiming that the show is the first full American TV series filmed entirely in China. It is also the northernmost survivor season held to date, which is outside the tropical zone. About 800 candidates were selected for the CBS interview, of which about 480 were selected for the semifinals to go to Los Angeles in April
to May 2007. Their Fei Long (2007) and Zhan Hu (战), meaning Flying Dragon and Fighting Tiger respectively, were officially announced on August 20, 2007. [4] The outlast used in the previous season's logo was replaced by Chinese characters. The characters translate to compete in intellect (bĭ zhìhuì), compete in
skills (cumshot, bĭ jìqiķo) and compete in endurance (耐⼒, bĭ nàìil) in many aspects of China's culture and history, including this season as a Buddhist ceremony and high modeling. 100 feet (30 meters) of historic temple used for tribal councils Each tribe receives a copy of the art of war by Sansu, as stated by Probst:
Survivors are war. This book involves leadership and how you beat other tribes, it's very interesting that it plays in the game along the way. The show has unprecedented reach. To many chinese historical monuments including The Shaolin Temple and the Great Wall of China Exile Island from the past three seasons are
not used for this season, but hidden immunity idols remain part of the game. Instead of an island. Exile Tribes have the ability to kidnap players from opposing tribes as part of winning challenges. The kidnapped player remains with the tribe through the next immunity challenge and receives clues about the location of the
immunity idol at the camp. However, this Must have been unread to members of other tribes before there was a further immunity challenge. Finally, the two idols that were given to the actor were adopted; James Clements was voted by both of his possessions. Three players go to the final tribal council, continuing the
initial pattern in the survivors: Cook Islands and again in survivors: Fiji Probst explains how to have the last three One person is forbidden to win to the end and take people who don't like much with them. Finally, Todd Herzog defeated Courtney Yates and Amanda Kimmel by a 4-2-1 vote. During the rally, James
Clemens won $100,000 as the most popular player in Survivor: Chinese hit favorite friend Denise Martin and Peih-Gee Law contestant Ashley Massaro Jean-Robert Bellande Todd Herzog Season 15. Translations for Fei Long (눇) and Zhan Hu (战) refer to flying dragons and tiger fights, respectively. The name of the
merged tribe created by Peih-Gee Law, Hae Da Fung (cumshot), translated into black fighting winds. Among the 16 contenders competing this season were poker player Jean-Robert Bellande and late 2005 WWE Raw Diva Search winner Ashley Massaro. Kai Morris47, Marion, Virginia Zhan Hu 1st Vote Out Day 3
Ashley Massaro †28, Northport East, New York Zhan Hu 2 votes out Day 6 Leslie Nease38, Tega Cay, South Carolina Fei Long 3 votes out day 9 Dave Cruser37, Simi Valley, California Zhan Hu 4 votes out , Venice, California Fei Long Z Huhan 5 votes out day 15 She Retired Lloyd26, Atlanta, Georgia Zhan Hu Fei
Long 6th Vote Out Day 18 Jaime Dugan22, Columbia, South Carolina Zhan Hu Hu Hae Da Fung At 7 votes off jury members at 1Day 21 Jean-Robert Bellande36, Las Vegas, Nevada Fei Long Fei Long Fei 8th vote off jury member 24th Michael Frosti Zernow20, Chicago, Chicago Illinois Zhan Hui Long 9, Lafayette,
Louisiana Fei Long Zhan Hu 10th Vote Jury Member 4Day 30 Erik Huffman26, Nashville, Tennessee Zhan Zhan Hu Hu 11th Vote Off Jury Member at 5Day 33 Peih-Gee Law29, Marina del Rey, California Zhan Zhan Hu Hu 12th Vote Out Jury Member at 6Day 36 Martin Martin, Douglas, Massachusetts Long Fei Long
13th Vote Out Jury Members at 7Day 38 Amanda Kimmel22, Los Angeles, California Fei Long Fei Long 2, Runner-up 2, New York City Fei Long Fei Long, Runner Todd Herzog22, Pleasant Grove, Utah Fei Long Fei Long Sole Survivor Future Appearances James Clement and Amanda Kimmel both returned to compete
in the following season: Micronesia, 2010, for survivors: the villains with villains, along with ClementNe, Courtney. Back for survivors: Cambodia's Michael Frosty. Cernow later competed in the American Ninja Warrior Season 3 through 5 season summary of the two tribes, Fei Long and Zhan Hu, predetermined before
the game begins. As an additional bonus for winning, the prize challenge is that the winning tribe gets the chance to abduct members from the lost tribe, where they will live in the camp of the winning tribe until the next immunity challenge is presented. This person is given a container with a clue with a hidden immunity
idol that they must give to one of the winning tribal members. After the first 12 days, Fei Long holds a slight edge with James's strength and Aaron's leadership. A strong alliance has formed on Fei Long between Todd, Amanda, Aaron and Courtney, on 14 separate tribes, each choosing two members of the other tribe to
bring into them, Fei Long choosing Sherea and Frosti, while Zhan Hu chooses James and Aaron, believing that James and Aaron will remain true to the other LongFei members when merging occurs, Jaime and Peih-Gee have planned to lose their next immunity challenge as intended so they can remove the former Fei
Longs from the Zhan huy game. In Fei Long, Todd has worked to find a hidden immune idol. In the next prize challenge on the 16th, Fei Long wins and kidnaps James with a clue from James Todd, who he can give to James to use to get rid of Zhan Hu, and also tells James that the same clue will be used at camp Zhan
Hu, while James finds second idol Zhan Hu winning the next immunity challenge, thus making Todd's plan moot and leaving James with both idols. The tribe, who merged on the 19th with former Fei Longs, who had a 6-4 advantage after voting Jaime, Jean-Robert and Frosti, became concerned that James would not
return one of her two idols and worked with her other tribal members to blind him by James leaving the game with two idols still in his possession. The trio were criticized by the jury but eventually Todd won with 4-to-two votes of Courtney and Amanda Challenge winner and eliminated by challenging the winner of the
abduction removal finish. Title[7] The original weather date, the immunity award. 1 little wise September 20, 2007 Fei Long[a] no chicken 1 vote out day 3 2 my mother is going to kill me! September 27, 2007 Fei Long Fei Long Jaime Ashley 2 votes out day 6 3 I lost two hands and possibly a shoulder October 4, 2007
Zhan Hu Hu Leslie Leslie Leslie 3rd voted out day 9 4 riding workhorse until tail fall October 11, 2007 Fei Longe Dave Dave 4 voted out 12 5 love day is on the air October 18, 2007 No[b] Fei Long None[b] Aaron 5th voted outDay 15 6 That's love, love! October 2007 Fei Long Zhan Hu James Sherea at 6 votes out day
18 7 I am not as foolish as I look November 1, 2007 No[c] Frosti None[d] Jaime 7th voted out jury member at 1Day 21 8 contest high school friend November 8, 2007 Amanda, James, Jean-Roberts, Todd Courtney Jean-Roberts 8 voted out 2-member jury on November 24, 9 November, just don't eat apples November
15, 2007 Amanda,Courtney,Erik,Frosti Peih-Gee Frosti 9th voting for jury member 3day 27 10 It's and Real It's Fun November 22, 2000 [Denise,Erik] Erik None[d] James At 10 voted out jury members day 30 12 to go for Oscar December 6, 2007 Denise [Amanda,Todd]Peih-Gee Erik 11th Vote Out Jury Members at 5Day
33 13 Hello, I'm Still A Person December 13, 2007 Denise, [Courtney,Todd] Amanda Peih-Gee 12th voted out 6 jury members 36 December 14 A Slipper Littley Sucker 2007 Amanda, [Todd] Amanda, 13 votes jury member 7day Denise 15 The jury voted Amanda 13. Courtney Runner-up Runner-up Todd Sole Survivor in
the case of multiple tribes or award-winning actors or immunity. Where one actor wins and invites others, the invitee is in brackets ^ total awards and immunity challenges. ^ b No challenges, awards or kidnapping due to tribal exchange ^ No prize challenges due to the integration ^ b twisted abduction was
decommissioned episode No.overallNo. inseasonTitleOriginal air date audienceUS(million) rating/stock (18-49) 2151 little wiser 20 September, The actor began in Shanghai and traveled by train and truck to the Buddhist temple where they attended the welcome ceremony, although Jeff stated that the ceremony was not
religious, but Leslie left before the ceremony because she felt it was against her faith. After the ceremony, Jeff announced to the actors that they would enter the game with only the clothes they were wearing at the time. Then the actors are divided into two tribes, each tribe receiving a copy of the war art of the Sun Tzu
after a stormy night in which Zhan Hu Ashley, ill, puts her on the spot as a target for removal. Reward/Immunity Challenge: Each team is a Chinese dragon puppet maneuver held on the pole individually by each team member through a maze with the lead runner for each team, having to turn some obstacles along the
way, such as reducing the draw bridge and unlocking the locked door. At the end of the course, team members must match their poles with the correct points in the ground. The The team is the first to complete this task and will beat flint in the first challenge, the race begins with the tribe penetrating through the mud
course, maneuvering side by side as they go to the locked door. Frosty and James were neck and neck as they shot themselves over the wall, but when Frosty forgot to lower the bridge and had to go back, he gave James from Faye Long a narrow lead, carrying an awkward and heavy mascot, both tribes making their
way through waist-deep swamps. Fei Long arrived, he finished the platform first. They start on their puzzle as the swamp slows the Zhan Hu Zhan Hu tribe does not catch up and Fei Long solves the puzzle, wins flint and immunity. At the Tribal Council, many of the contestants were eliminated. Peih-Gee's boss Ashley's
attitude appears to be a weak link after getting sick with diarrhoea and chickens being seen as inappropriate. In the end, the Roosters voted out 5-2-1 after the Roosters went out, Probst presented the tribe with fire in the form of Flint 2162 My Mother is going to kill me! Jean-Robert became a target because of his
laziness, but he personally revealed that this negative perception was part of his game plan Probst revealed in the prize competition that, in addition to rewarding the winning team, would be able to abduct one player from other tribes until the next immunity challenge. In addition, this player will receive special instructions
that they can only read once at the camp of other tribes. Finally, it was revealed that the kidnapped person must give a sealed tube to members of other tribes with clues of the immunity idols hidden at their camp. Prize Challenge: In a series of 3-on-3 matches, each team must push their big ball across the muddy field
into the opponent's goal while preventing opponents from doing the same. The first team scored two goals to win the fishing and fishing gear, in the first round, Amanda Denis and Aaron of Feilong ran out in the mud to fight Jamie Sherea and Eric of Sanhu. Both sides choked and fought each other to get possession,
lace and Sherea pulled amanda's top down, despite amanda's clothing malfunction maneuvering a giant ball across the line and scoring the first points for Fei Long in the next round, Ashley Frost and Dave Zhan Hu taking on Jean-Robert, James and Leslie Feilong. Summoning her professional wrestling skills, Ashley
tries to fight a heavier Jean-Robert, Jean-Roberts drags Ashley behind him and Leaving Frosti out of James free and clearly scoring a winning point for Fei Long, Faye Long chose to kidnap Jamie while she was seen as a point of sunshine, and thought she was missing from Zhan Hu to demolish. Immune challenge:
Each tribe uses a puzzle record to break through two doors. Then they must change, pull and push the puzzle notes to navigate the labyrinth that runs on the surface of the note. When the logs were cleared from the maze station, the first tribe to use their notes to hit gong at the end of the immunity win course. Both
tribes plowed through their first door with their heavy puzzle notes. James and Jean-Robert muscled to save Fei Long through the second door and headed to their puzzle station, as Zhan Hu's overworked Dave could barely lift part of his record. In a split-second decision, Frosti repositioned with Dave to track the lost
time and eventually break through the second door. However, it was too little, too late for Zhan Hu, as Fei Long overcame their puzzle and ran their gong in victory. Once again, Fei Long avoided joining the feared tribal council. Dave takes full responsibility for Zhan Hu's immunity loss, but the tribe sees Ashley causing



too much conflict with Dave and not working hard enough to get her to vote unanimously. 2173 I lost two hands and maybe 4 shoulders. On the same night, Zhan Hu joined the second tribal council on the 6th night, Jean-Robert hogs up the Fei Long bed area, which caused Courtney, Leslie and Amanda to conflict,
another that Fei Long saw Aaron James and Jean Roberts arguing to do with James Crab and Courtney. Dave continued to work hard at Zhan Hu but continued to irritate his tribe in his boss's manner, where Fei Long, Courtney and Todd overheard Jean-Robert and James strategically placed and commented on
Courtney's prize challenges: in a series of 3-on-3 races (separated by gender) that took place on a two-color tribal floating boat attached through two separate plates, each tribe would have to try to fight each other's members into the water; the first tribe to do so. In the awards challenge, Dave tries to distract the male
member of Fei Long by making a completely naked wrestling challenge. However, competitors from Fei Long were not affected and carried out the defeat. Unfortunately for Fei Long, the women could not win out of the 3-2 score with Zhan Hu achieving victory. After winning the first prize, Zhan Hu chose to kidnap Leslie
from Fei Long, seeing that she was genuine. Jamie wondered if the idol was in front of her after reading the clue, but couldn't find it. Immune challenge: Four members of each tribe respectively must use a machete to chop through wooden beams and ropes to release a series of puzzle disks. When collecting four puzzle
disks for a tribe, two other members must gather the disc on a large post on a heavy stone base. When all the disks are assembled on the post correctly, both puzzles must be dragged across the finish line. The first tribe to drag the completed puzzle crosses the immune victory line. In the immunity challenge Zhan Hu
got the lead early as Jamie Peih-Gee, Frosti and Erik managed to post the chop with ease. On the one hand, Fei Long is in trouble because Courtney can't cut fast enough, so she has to turn to a chainsaw through a rope at her station. Jean-Roberts and Todd worked on Faye Long's puzzle, while Dave and Shera
worked on Zhan Hu's Fei Long running quickly until Jean-Robert put the disk in the post too quickly, blocked Todd's view and made the disc jam and couldn't remove it. Those in front of him completed the puzzle peacefully and dragged across the finish line, winning their first immunity challenge. After being kidnapped,
especially after telling her tribe that Zhan Hu is a tougher and fun tribe than they are, and she voted out the 2184 Workhorse ride until the tail is off.11 October 2007 (2007-10-11)14.228.6/14 at Zhan Hu, Peih-Gee and Frosti discovered that there is a fungus in the supply of the tribe's belongings. Frosty spoke to Dave
personally and tried to remind him that he caused too much controversy around the camp after he clashed with Sherea over Sherea, sifting their rice to hand-picked good people, and she threw Dave's shells away to go home for his mother. Prize challenge: Two members of each tribe at a time must use a pair of large
chopsticks to carry a metal ball, burn along the length of the course, then place it on the rails, which will roll down and set fireworks. Chopsticks are getting longer each round, making it difficult to carry metal balls. The first tribe to successfully transport three In this way, it wins a visit by the local fisherman and his family
the next day. Fishermen will teach the tribe how to fish and will bring more food for the tribe. The award-winning challenge from Fei Long Jean-Robert surprised his tribe by revealing that he spoke Mandarin, which he learned as a child while spending a couple of years in Taiwan, and during a visit by local fishermen and
his family as part of the award, able to act as a translator between fishermen's family and other contestants, Dave was kidnapped by Fei Long and chose to give clues to the hidden immunity idol with Todd after Todd agreed to reward him should he be kidnapped. Immunity challenge: Tribesmen are dressed in chinese
armor, simulated for challenges for their own defenses. Two members of each tribe at a time try to use a meteorite hammer to destroy several pots arranged behind opposing tribes while protecting opponents from self-destruction, using large staves to block the hammer. The challenge will be played in the first three
rounds, will be played against two women from each tribe, the second will be played with two men from each tribe, and the third and final round will be played against one man and one woman from each tribe. Each opposing pot deducts points for the tribe. Tribes that destroy the most pots after three cycles are immune.
Fei Long wins immunity challenge After returning to the camp, Dave noticed that his tribe was one with him and tried to convince his compatriots that his attitude had changed, Sherea was too hot, Erik, Frosti, Jaime and Peih-Gee talking about her absence and realizing that she was in danger of being voted out.
Eventually, four other members of Zhan Hu decided that Dave's corrosive and miserable attitude was too much, and he voted unanimously. 2195Love Is In the Air18 October 2007 (2007-10-18)14.038.5/13 Eric and Jamie's relationship grows and Jamie shares the clues she has about hidden immunity idols with him.
Instead of reward challenges, local fishermen have sent a message instructing each tribe to choose two of the strongest members from the other tribe to add to themselves, Fei Long choosing Frosti and Sherea, while Zhan Hu chooses Aaron and James. In addition to their new tribal members, each tribe also receives a
basket of fruits, nuts and wine. Tribal switches cause a large plot of future movements that may be made by actors: Jean-Robert. Try to regain the trust of his tribe; Looking for a new partner, Peih-Gee and Jaime consider throwing two further immunity challenges to get rid of Aaron and James, so it may rebalance the
number of traditional tribal members should be combined with the remaining ten players. Immunity challenge: Two members of each tribe must dive down from a floating platform to remove the wood that traps twelve floating disks. Twelve in the Chinese zodiac Once the members have gathered all twelve, they must place
the disk in their tribal boat and paddle to shore to deliver the pieces to other members. The other three of their tribes, which must be placed to match the footprints on the puzzle board. The first tribe to finish the puzzle wins immunity. In the immunity competition Jaime and Peih-Gee ruined their tribe's chances by leaving
puzzle pieces behind the puzzle board and trying as little as possible to solve the puzzle (they put a disk on the puzzle board without locking them), with Fei Long winning the fourth immunity, Aaron and James frustrated with the poor performance of Jaime and PeihGee-Gee and seemingly lacking concern during the
challenge. James was very vocal in condemning the strategy despite being asked to be sent home. The remaining Zhan Hu members felt Aaron would be a bigger threat because of this later and voted for him to leave. October 25, 2007 (2007-10-25)14.198.5/14 Todd collaboration with Amanda to find hidden idols, share
his knowledge of clues with her. Prize Challenge: Each member of each tribe searches for an abandoned Chinese village for a colored sheet containing letters. When collecting eight planks, the tribe must arrange the planks into a large plank with other letters written and obscure some letters on the plank to complete the
proverb. The first tribe to finish proverbial (a journey of a thousand miles begins with one step). Win a trip to a nearby tea house to take a shower, eat and relax. During the awards competition, Peih-Gee tried to convey a message to Sherea about the strategy she and Jaime had invented, but when Sherea and Frosti did
not communicate, Peih-Gee, Jaime and Erik began to doubt their plans. Fei Long won the challenge and kidnapped their former James tribe. Todd convinces James to give a clue to the hidden immunity idol with a promise to help James in return. Back at the Peih-Gee camp, Jaime and Erik grew concerned about their
old tribes and admitted they needed to win the next immunity competition. With a clue, Amanda and Todd discover the location of the hidden immunity idol attached to the paifang at the entrance of the camp. They try to pull it discreetly by pretending their main purpose is to dismantle it. Then Todd handed over the idol to
James and told him how to find an idol at the Zhan Hu camp. Idol and his plans for Fei Long to win the next immunity challenge. James will reveal a hidden immunity idol that the Tribal Council rejects all the votes against him and eliminates Jaime with his only vote. Immune challenge: Tribes are challenged to eat
traditional Chinese food, such as 10 hearts, 3 eel chickens, 3 baby turtles (still have their shells), 2 balute and 1,000 eggs a year, one in a series of 1-on-1 competitions, the first to finish the food list and show probst empty mouths a point score for their tribe. The first team to score four points wins immunity. Despite the
best efforts by the Tribe of Fei Long to win and James to help throw food-eating immunity challenges, Denise couldn't eat her balustrade when she confronted James with Zhan Hu leading 2-1, forcing James to abandon the plan and finish the rest of his balut and score three points for Zhan Hu. Erik then beat Frosti
narrowly to decorate the millennial-age egg to keep immune. Todd's partner Amanda, Denise and Courtney agreed that they could trust Frosti and would vote for Sherea after thinking more about it, Courtney tried to convince them to vote out Jean-Robert because she didn't like him. Todd and Amanda were torn down for
trusting anyone, but they stuck to their original plan after the Tribal Council and Sherea voted. 2217 I'm not as stupid as I look1 14.448.5/14 James drew a hidden immunity idol from Zhan Hu paifang after Peih-Gee left to join Jaime and Erik at the river, the other member of Zhan noticed that a different paifang
encouraged them to pick up a false shield, James was removed from the other side of the paifang. She didn't really see the shield and therefore didn't know that the shield she had was a false idol. Courtney continued to push her for the vote of Jean-Robert, irritating Todd, who felt the need to keep Jean-Robert in order to
preserve fei Long's majority on the 20th day the tribe was bundled together, after which they enjoyed food and alcohol while being entertained by Chinese acrobats. The actors merged their new tribal name, Hae Da Fung (Black Wind Fight), Jeff arrived at the campsite with an immunity necklace and announced an
individual immunity challenge would take place immediately. Immunity challenge: Players must restore visible information at the feast they attend after merging. If a player answers the question incorrectly, the player will be eliminated from the challenge. The last remaining player will win immunity. An immunity challenge
won by Frosti Peih-Gee tries to bring James and Frost to Zhan Hu's side while Jaime tries to use her knowledge of the hidden. Idol is a bargaining chip with Frosti and Todd to masturbate, but the couple already know that she has a false idol and who has the real one. After the vote was cast at the tribal council, Jaime
tried to play her false hidden immunity idol, but Jeff threw the shield into the fire after declaring that it was not a hidden immunity idol. The vote against Jamie counted and she voted out 2228 high school friends contest8. November 2007 (2007-11-08)14.868.7/14 Reward Challenge: The tribe is divided into two teams
from four teams through school selection (Jean-Robert, James, Todd and Amanda with Peih-Gee, Frosti, Erik and Courtney), with nine players (Denise) unable to participate or participate. In each race, one member of the team positioned the ship in the middle of the floating platform and had to prevent the ship from
being flooded by three members of the other team standing on the platform to extinguish the fourth member of the tribe, the other doing the same in a separate area. The team that sunk the ship of another team will win the race first. This game plays the best 2 of 3 matches with the winner who gets the Chinese party and
scrolls with the final clue to the hidden immunity idol at the camp. As part of winning the Prize Challenge, Amanda James, Jean-Robert and Todd get a sleigh with all the clues and more clues about the whereabouts of the immunity idol hidden at the camp. With his new knowledge of hidden immunity idols, Jean-Robert
searches for the remaining wooden shields at the camp for idols, not knowing that the two idols have already met. Todd was slightly conceived by James, who had both a hidden immune idol and did not let him approach Amanda and Frost about James's curtains at the Tribal Council. Immunity challenge: Each player sits
on a large bucket filled with fashionable water as a Chinese dragon; at the beginning of the challenge, the player releases a cork stopper that will cause the water to drain out of the tank, and in addition to unraveling the tank so that it can rotate freely. Players must try to stay on the tank for as long as possible, with
balancing becomes more difficult when the water flows out of the tank. If they touch other parts of the structure with their hands, or if they fall from their buckets, they will be cut off from the challenge. The last player who remains in their tank wins immunity. Courtney wins immunity challenge Jean-Robert tells Eric that he
has an idol, but Eric tells him that he thinks James has both. He changed his mind and partnered with James, Amanda, Courtney and Frosty. They decided not to tell Denise because of her waving friendship, fearing that Jean-Robert might topple him as the game's strategist Todd changed the majority Fei Long alliance
to Jean-Robert, who voted 2239, just did not eat apples on November 15, 2007 (2007-11-15). Frosty and Courtney flirted. Challenge award: Two teams from four teams are selected through school selection (Amanda, Courtney, Eric and Frosty vs. Todd, Denise, James and Peih-Gee), each team must try to bounce the
ball on the head of four drums along the length of the course, including crossing two goals and into a pot at the end of the course; if the ball should drop to the ground, the team must restart the final door or return to the starting line. The first team to transfer three balls in this winning night on a river cruise along the River
Lishui Amanda Courtney Eric and Frosty won the Peih-Gee Challenge award and took her disappointment at losing the trophy challenge in James, saying he resigned in a challenge when he had a hard time with it. Later, she tried to apologize to James for what she said, but he refused. When the winners return from the
Prize Challenge, they try to reduce their prizes so as not to alienate other actors. Immunity challenge: Each player is presented with a set of tiles representing the wildlife of the Chinese zodiac. Each Probst cycle reads a set of animals in a specific order. Players must remember this set and then use a knife to stab the
tiles in the correct order. Players are eliminated from the challenge if they can't get the correct order of animals. The last player left in the challenge will win immunity. Prior to the challenge, players who do not want to participate can participate in cheeseburgers, fries and drinks, as long as the challenge continues or until
the food runs out before the end of the challenge. The decision to take part in the challenge or not is determined by the simultaneous disclosure of each player selected through colored coins. If a player wants to eat, they will reveal a black coin. If a player wants to participate, they will reveal a white coin. In the immunity
competition Erik was first dismissed, followed by Amanda Frosty incorrectly answering the final question and Peih-Gee winning the immunity. Todd, James and Denise worry that Courtney won't vote for Frosty because of her close friendship with him, seen as an even greater threat to winning a challenge over Eric and a
possible threat to turn Courtney to his side, Frosti voted unanimously. After the vote, Jeff told the rest of the contestants. They will not return directly to the camp and they must stay at the tribal council to join the additional business. 22410 It's real and it's fun November 22, 2007 (2007-11-22)N/ATBA Summary of the first
27 days including the previous unaired bonus video. More businesses to attend announced by Jeff at the Tribal Council are award challenges. Prize challenge: Players are asked about their knowledge of China and its culture. The player, who will answer the first five correct answers, wins the prize, as well as the
opportunity to take the other two along with the flight trip to The Shaolin Temple, including a martial arts demonstration and overnight stay, Peih-Gee wins the challenge without answering the question incorrectly and invites Denise and Erik to join her in the awards. Peih-Gee and Erik revealed that she was a student of
karate for eight years, almost reaching the rank of black belt. While pulling a tree letter announcing an immunity challenge, Amanda shared with Courtney her plot to blind James at the next tribal council as long as he didn't win the immunity challenge. Immunity challenge: Players will throw hira-shuriken (iron star with
sharp points) at the goal wall marked by various scoring areas (1, 2, 3 and 5 points) in the first round, each player throwing three times and scoring four points (depriving any correlation) performed in the next round. In the second round, the target wall is moved away more than ten feet (3.0 meters) and each player has
only a single throw. The player with the highest score thrown in the second round wins immunity. In the immunity challenge, Courtney, Eric, Amanda and James all scored 6 points and moved on to the final round. Eric wins the immunity match by scoring three points for Amanda, 2 and Courtney and James miss the final
goal, Amanda convinces Todd and Denise to go along with her plot to blind James, thinks she's by her side and tries to go out to fight Peih-Gee, talk to Amanda about James might be a hidden immunity idol, and Amanda tells Peih-Peih. Peih-Gee shared a possible plot with Erik, who had to decide whether it was in his
best interest to vote with Peih-Gee and vote for Todd, or join a possible plot by voting James James was blinded at the tribal council without playing a hidden immunity idol and voting it out. 22612 Go for Oscar 6 December 2007 (2007-12-06)14.058.2/13 Reward Challenge: Each remaining contestant is teamed up with
loved ones for this challenge. Each participant was blindfolded and placed on the opposite side of the labyrinth caused by a fence. Contestants and loved ones must help meet at the center and step up to Daisy to receive the prize. The first one. To step up on Daisy, win a boat trip, including dinner parties and calls from
home; Choose two other contestants and their loved ones to share on boat trips and parties. In the awards competition, actors are surprised by the presence of their loved ones, which they team up on challenges. Team Denise and her husband won and chose Amanda and Todd, along with their sisters, to join them on
the trip. After Courtney, Eric, and Peih-Gee were sent off, Jeff announced that the remaining loved ones would spend the night at the camp. Immunity challenge: Each contestant is tethered to a rope that crosses a knee-deep swamp of water and includes various posts where the rope is wrapped around each contestant,
each contestant must maneuver the length of the rope, including around any obstacles to reach a series of question boxes, each with one real one and one false statement related to Chinese artifacts and keys related to that answer. Contestants choose keys from answers they believe are real and make their way back
through the course to try to use the keys to unlock one of the three locks on the box with the flag. If they are wrong, they will have to go back and retrieve the other keys, the first players to open all three boxes and raise their winning flag. The gruesome immunity challenge was won by Peih-Gee Peih-Gee and Erik trying
to get Denise to switch to the side to force a tie at the tribal council by voting for Todd, but ally Fei Long held on and Erik, as the only remaining member of the former Zhan Hu, who was not immune, voted. 22713 Hello I'm Still A Person December 13, 2007 (2007-12-13)13.868.7/14 Reward Challenge: Each player will
receive 5 arrows of their color and must secretly distribute it to other players by placing them in their containers. Then using the arrows they received, they must use a replica of the Chinese cross, repeating to shoot at their name at the chessboard goal. Players are given points whenever an arrow hits their name,
regardless of who fired the arrow. The winner is the one with the most points after all the arrows were shot and were traveling on a private jet to the Great Wall of China, including meals. Choosing two other contestants to share the prize with them Denise won the challenge because Amanda and Courtney hit her name
instead of her own. She then chose to use Courtney, and she chose Todd for strategic reasons, leaving Peih-Gee torn and angry (she shared her Shaolin Monks award with Denise, but after two straight awards, Denise won, she didn't return the favor). Back at camp, Amanda and Peih-Gee began talking, resolving their
conflicts with each other and becoming quite close. Amanda flirts with todd's blind mind. Later, when the others came back to camp, Try to get Denise to vote along with her and Amanda tells Denise that she will be voted out when Peih-Gee is eliminated. Immunity Challenge: This is a challenge. The challenge reappears:
use 3 star throws to score, eat one ball, bounce the ball on the drum, cross the course into a large container, and finally use the sword to chop the rope, hold eight puzzle discs, then assemble the puzzle in a large post. The first of the two in the final round to collect the puzzle correctly wins the immunity. The immunity
challenge was won by Amanda. At the Tribal Council, Amanda and Denise decided to maintain their allegiance to Todd; and Peih-Gee, the last Zhan Hu member, voted 22814A Slippery Little Sucker 16 December 2007 (2007-12-16). To reach yoke and 12 puzzle pieces. Using yoke to drag the pieces, players must take
these to the top of the simulated city walls. When collecting all the pieces at the top of the wall, the player must fill the pieces into the three-dimensional puzzle to complete the part of the wall. The first place to finish the puzzle correctly wins pizza, brownies, beer and soft drinks. Winners can choose to eat their own prizes
or share it with one or two other players. In the final prize race, Amanda won the food prize. With the option of rewarding yourself, sharing it with one person or sharing it with two people, she chose to separate it with Todd only. While eating their prizes, Amanda questioned Todd's loyalty to their partner, and he ensured
he was true to their alliance, with Courtney challenging the immunity preceded by commemorating the torch of the actor who was voted at the end of the Guan Yin statue. Immunity challenge: Each player is given a balanced one arm adjusted for their height with a small disk at the far end. During the challenge, Probst will
invoke the specific cookware that the player must use and pile at the end of the scale. If any part of the player's stack falls, the player will run out of challenges. The last player left in the challenge will win immunity. Amanda continued to win the last immunity race. During the challenge, Denise tries to convince Amanda to
come out and hand Denise immunity in exchange for the promise Denise won't vote her out. Amanda tells Denise to forget it and win immunity for herself. After the challenge, Denise continued her lobbying not to be voted out and eventually decided to move with Todd. To win the game. She also claimed that Amanda
promised to watch her come back in the game, Amanda denied it and Todd reacted with a smile. When it came to the vote, Denise voted unanimously, and the last three tribal councils were confronted by a jury for their actions over the last 39 days. Courtney was seen as the most honest of all three, but was criticized for
her personality and differences with some members of the jury, including too much depends on Todd and Amanda. Todd was seen as the most manipulated and deceitful of the three, but more honest about his lies (unlike Amanda) and was seen as playing the game from day one (unlike Courtney) 22915 Reunion 16
December 2007 (2007-12-16)N/ATBA A month later Todd was voted the only survivor. With 4-2-1 votes over Courtney and Amanda, 16 performers resumed talks about the season with host Jeff Pro best, a traditional tribal voting history, switching tribes, episode #1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 12 13 14. Day #3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24
27 30 33 36 38 Defeat Roosters Ashley Leslie Dave Aaron She 5–2–1 6–1 6–2 5–5 1–5–1 5–1 3–1–1 5–2 7–3 5–3–1–1 5–1–1 4–2 4–1 3–1 Voter Todd Leslie Sherea Jaime Jean-Robert Frosti James Erik Peih-Gee Denise Courtney Jean-Robert Jean-Robert Jean-Robert Frosti James Erik Peih-Gee, Amanda Evans,
Leslie Sherea Jaime Jean-Robert James Jaime-Gee Frosti James Erik Peih-Gee Todd, Todd Peh-G, Ashley Dave, Aaron Jean-James Jean-James, James Jean-James, James Jean-James, James, James, Jean-James, James, James, Jean-James, James, James, James, James, Jean-James, James, James, Jean-
James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, Todd, James, James, James, Todd, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, Todd, James, James,
James, James, James, Jean, James, James, James, James, Todd, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, Jean, James, James, Jean, James, Jean, James, Jean, James, James, James, James, Todd, James, James,
James, James, James, James, James, James, James, James, Todd, James, James, James, James, James, James G Jamie Jean-Robert Frosty Leslie Sherea Jaime James Jaime Chicken Ashley Dave Aaron Jean-Robert Sherea Chicken Ashley Dave Jean-Robert Leslie James Dave Ashley Sherea Leslie Jean-Robert
Ashley Peih-Gee Dave Chicken Ashley Jury Voted Episode #15 Day #39 Amanda Court Todd Todd Todd Todd Todd Todd Todd At the Reunion event, Denise Martin claimed she lost her job as a lunch lady after returning home from filming, as a result, producer Mark Burnett awarded her $50,000, however, the Denise
Working School District later denied her version of what happened after she returned from China. According to Douglas Public School Superintendent Nancy T. Lane, Denise sought and was promoted to a higher-time carer before filming began for survivors. Denise's back at work. She asked to move back to her old
location, but it was no longer available. On December 19, 2007, the first broadcast Denise apologised, stating that [she] intended to mislead and asked that a $50,000 donation to the Elizabeth Glaser Children's AIDS Foundation refer to survivor ^ : Fiji Live Special Reunion, May 13, 2007 ^b Rudolph, Ileane (2007-08-20).
Survivors: China Exclusive: Meet the Feilong TV Guide in 2007-08-20 ^ Rudolph, Ileane (2007-08-20) Survivors: China Exclusive: Meet the Zhan Hu Tribe TV Guide in 2007-08-20 ^ Survivor: Jeff, I have it! mtv.com 28 August 2017 ^ Washburn Dan (2007-05-21) China Survivor Update: Remote Island of... Gotham Mist,
LLC searched in 2007-07-31, the Chinese character on the logo said that 'compete in intelligence, compete in skills, compete in endurance'. Showing back Archive from the original in 2008-07-09 Query 2007-09-21 Survivor ^ Survivor: Chinese Episode TV Guide searched on November 7, 2007 ^ Worcester Telegram &
Mega Gazette News ^ Women Lunch 'Survivor' to donate $50,000 gift link outside cbs survivor Chinese website pulled from
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